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PROPERTIES OF '£'11!< 8+(1235) 11ESON PRODUCED 

rN 7( p IN'l'EHIICTroNs AT 7.1 GEV /c 

Ronald Laurence Ott 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

15 September 1972 

ABSTRACT 

The mass, width, D/S ratio, production cross section and 

+ branching ratios of the B (1235) meson are determined from the 

reaction -;r+" p- B+(l235) p at 7.1 GeV/c. Chung and Bennan-Jacob 

analyses of the W7( decay angular distributions show that the 

p + + -
spin-parity of the B(l235) is J = 1 or 2 , 3 , • The mass, 

width, and D/S ratio, determined from an analysis of the mass and 

decay angular distributions assuming that the spin-parity of the 

p + + r"R 
B(l235) is J = 1 , are found to be ER = 1.252-0.006 GeV, 1 = 

c.t::+0.021 G d rR/r"R 0 +O.o6 . h 0.1~-0.0lB eV, an 2 1 0 = .oo_0 , 00 wh~c indicates that the 

decay is entirely S-wave. The B(l235) production cross section is 

+4 found to be 42_
7 

Jlb at this momentum and upper limits for the 

branching ratios for the· decay of the B(l235) into other possible 

channels relative to l.J7( were determined to be 7(7{/W'ff < 0.15, 

717i7W7f <O.l5, iK/W'if <O.o8, and cfrmw'if <0.025 with 9Q1, 

confidence level. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1937 Yukawa proposed that the fundamental interaction 

between nucleons is the exchange of a virtual quantum whose mass 

could be related to the range of the interaction. It is this 

distance and the strength of the interaction which have prevented 

the development of a quantitative theory of strong interactions. 

Attempts to understand the interactions between hadrons have been 

in two directions: (1) the comprehension of the dynamics of these 

interactions, and (2) the discovery of symmetry relations among 

the particles. Knowledge of the properties and quantum numbers of 

the known elementary particles is germane and, in fact, crucial to 

the development of any comprehensive theory of high energy physics. 

In this thesis we attempt to determine the properties and quantum 

. ~ 

numbers of the B(l235) meson produced in.the reaction /( p ~ 

B+(l235) pat ah incident pion momentum of 7.1 GeV/c. At this 

momentum the data differ from those of other experiment~ primarily 

in (a) the absence of anomalies and interference effects found in 

. ~ p interactions at 3 to 4·GeV/c, (b) a larger B(l235) signal to 

~7( background ratio, and-or (c) a greater number of B(l235) events 

above background because of larger statistics. 

The analysis is limited to a determination of the inherent pro-

perties of the B(l235) and does not attempt to resolve the question 

of its production mechanism in this re~ction. These properties 

include its mass, width, and spin-parity assignment. If the spin-

p + w-parity of the B(l235) is J = 1 the two-particle /( decay mode 
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cnn have relative orbital angular momentum f.J = 0 or 2 (S-wave 

or D-wave), each of which can be considered a separate decay 

channel with partial widths ~ and ~~ at resonance. The quotient 

~~~~ is referred· to as the D/S ratio. 

+ 
The B(l235) meson has been studied previously in 7(- p, pp, KD, 

and ~p interactions ~th results for its mass and width which 

differ by several standard deviations and with uncertainty remaining 

in its spin-parity assignment. Its only confirmed decay mode is. 

B(l235) -l.J(784 )7( and upper limits have been determined for 

several other possible decay channels such as 7(7(, KK, 7]11, and 

¢;'r.1 
The rr± p-Bt (1235) p productions cross section does not 

decrease rapidly with energy, and at this momentum the cross section 

is in the range 20 to 50 f(b. 2 

Values obtained for the mass of the B(l235) vary from 1.200 to 

1.260 GeV with weighted average ER = 1.233:0.007 GeV, while values 

for its width range from 0.078 to 0.203 GeV with weighted average 
rR + 1 
I = 0.104-0.009 GeV. There is an apparent discrepancy between . 

+ 
the width of the B(l235) found from an analysis of ~ p interactions 

and that determined from pp annihilations at rest.3' 4 This is pro- . 

bably the result of uncertainty in the very large GU7fbackground 

in the reaction p P-W7('"~ which is also complicated by 

crossing W bands. 

Several attempts have been made ·to determine the intrinsic spin

parity of the B(l235). 3' 5'
6

' 7 Ascoli ~ al find either JP = 1+ or 

Jp = 2+, 3- h th , ••• were e oberved polarization of the B(l235) 

indicates that Jp = 1+ 5 is more probable. From an analysis of the 
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production Dalitz plot Bizzari et nl. find that Jp = l + and Jp ;. 1-

are equally probable while other spJn-parity assignements give 

unsatis~actory results.3 The results o~ Carmony et ~support the 

Jp = 1- assignment although statistical limitations and background 

6 
do not allow the elimination of other possibilities. Werbrouck et 

al find that Jp = 1+ is the most satisfactory spin-parity assignment 

with Jp = 2+, f, ... improbable. 7 In addition, it was determined 

that the ratio of the magnitude of the D-wave amplitude to the 

+ magnitude of the S-wave amplitude is 0.4-0.2 and that the relative 

0 
phase between these amplitudes is less than 45 • 

In Section II we describe the bunched structure of the primary 

electron beam and the secondary beam optics configuration. Section 

III is a discussion of the data reduction and experimental detection 

+ efficiencies. In Section IV we discuss the reaction 7l p __._ 

7(7{+ p'j"(7(0 for M(41i) < 1.750 GeV including theW Dalitz plot 

anomaly, a possible U)'j( kinematic enhancement at M(W'j() :: 1.2 GeV, 

-.+ and production channel interference effects from the reaction Jl p 

~ 6++(1236)'ij*1(-~. The B(l235) spin-parity analysis, mass, 

width, and D/S ratio det~rmination, production cross section, and 

branching ratios are presented in Section V. In Section VI we discuss 

and summarize our results. 
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II. J<:Y..PERD4EliTAL METHOD 

Events used in the analysis of the B(l235) meson were produced 

in the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 82 inch hydrogen bubble 

chamber which was exposed to an RF separated ~ beam of momentum 

7.1 GeV/c. 

A. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY BEAM STRUCTURE 

The Stanford linear accelerator is a disk-loaded waveguide 

operating at a frequency of 2856 MHz. Consequently the emerging 

electron beam is structured in time. Electrons are emitted from the 

accelerator in approximately 2 Jlsecond bursts, each containing many 

pulses separated by the RF period and roughly 1/36. of the RF period 

in width (Fig. 1). At the electron target secondary particles are 

produced with this same structure in time but, of course, they are 

not monochromatic and secondaries of the same momentum will_ separate 

in space-time because of mass differences. Pulses of equal mass 

secondary particles will broaden due to momentum differences, and 

if the momentum bite is too large RF separation of pions and kaons 

will be less effective and pFoton contamination will increase. The 

bunched structure of the secondary beam allows one to use a single 

RF separator instead of two which would be necessary with a continuous, 

high energy beam. 

B. SECONDARY BEAM CONFIGURATION 

A diagram o~ the secondary beam configuration from the electron 

target to the hydrogen bubble chamber is shown in Fig. 2.8 B60 is 

a vertical bending magnet which levels the 18 GeV primary electron 

-
f 
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beam and steers the electrons in thP vertical plane. Q60,61 is a 

quadrupole doublet which focuses the electron beam onto the target 

while B61 is a horizontal bending magnet which steers the electrons 

in the horizontal plane. The electron target consists of a beryllium 

rod approximately one radiation length long (0.25" x 0.25" x 12.0") 

suspended by thin wires from an insulated cage. A ZnS ~creen used 

for monitoring the position of the electron beam is placed between 

the target and the beam dump, a water-cooled cylinder. The secondary 

beam optics are designed to accept secondary particles produced at 

about 1° from the primary electron beam direction where the pion 

flux is at a maximum. The secondary beam optics can be divided into 

three main parts: (a) momentum analysis, (b) RF separation, and (c) 

beam dispersion for position-momentum correlation in the chamber.9 

Quadrupole doublet Ql,2 (horizont81 magnification : 1/2 and 

vertical magnification : 2) focuses the target source onto a three

foot Fe collimator Fl with a vertical opening of 1/2" and a horizontal 

opening of 5/8". Dipole Dl (horizontal bend of 1.3°) provides disper-

sion at Fl so that collimation in the horizontal plane allows a 

momentum bite of ~/p : 5i while collimation in the vertical plane 

at Fl narrows the vertical image at F2. Q3,4 is a quadrupole doublet 

which focuses the beam at Fl onto collimator F2. It is adjusted so 

that the magnifications in both planes from the target to F2 is 

approximately one. D2 is a dipole (horizontal bend of 3°) which 

removes from the beam the dispersion introduced for momentum selection 

at Dl. A Pb vertical collimator c4 is positioned so that the beam 

does not hit the irises of the RF separator and a small bending 

-6-

magnet D2.1 steers th"! beam in the vertical direction so that' it 

will hit the bubble chamber which is higher in elevation than the 

electron target. 

The distance from the electron target to the RF separator is 

chosen such that the difference in time at which the pions and 

kaons arrive at the separator is-one-half the RF period. This 

allows maximum separation of pions and kaons while protons, which 

have spread across the RF cycle because of the momentum bite at 

Fl, will be rejected at F2 during three-fourths of the RF cycle. 

Only one RF separator is needed because of the bunched structure 

of the SLAC beam in comparison with the use of two separators with 

continuous, high energy beams. The separator, a 12 foot long, disk

loaded waveguide which operates at the same frequency at the electron 

accelerator, can be phased to deflect kaons upward(: 2 mr.) and 

pions downward (: 2 mr.) •. The kaons are stopped at F2, a three-

foot Fe collimator with a vertical opening of 5/8" and a horizontal 

opening of 1/2", while the pions and approximately one-fourth of 

the protons go through. A proton telescope consisting of scintillators 

Sl, S2, .and a nitrogen Cerenkov counter C (at 240 PSIA) is placed 

behind collimator F2 to detect protons. 

Two bending magnets D3 and D4 (horizontal bend of 4° each) pro

vide dispersion in the bubble chamber for position-momentum correla

tion. Q5,6 is a quadrupole doublet which parallels the beam before 

Dl and Q7,8 is a second quadrupole doublet which focuses the beam 

onto the chamber and adjusts the magnification from F2 to the 

bubble chamber to be about 1. 5 in both planes. BC is the 82 inch 
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hydrogen bubble chamber which was pulsed at 2 pps. The primary 

electron beam intensity was adjusted so that there were 10 to 15 

beam tracks in the chamber for each beam burst. 

Kaon contamination of the beam is negligible while proton 

contamination is less than li and muon contamination from pions 

decaying in flight has been estimated to be less than a few percent. 

C. PATHLENGTH 

The pathlength, which is a measure of the total flux of~ 

particles which went through the chamber, has been determined using 

10 
two different methods. Using the total number of beam tracks, 'the 

fiducial length, and corrections for bad film frames and beam 

scatters at the entrance to the chamber, the pathlength was deter

mined to be il= 44.8~0.7 events/JLb. An independent calculation 

using the known total cross section and a determination of the 

total number of interactions· with corrections for detection ineffi

ciencies gave il= 42.8!1.0 events/fib which we shall.use in the 

determination of cross sections. The discrepancy is the result of 

muon contamination of the beam which was not accounted for in the 

first calculation and which would tend to increase the pathlength. 
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III. EXPERTI%Ji'l.'H ANALYSIS 

A. SCANNING 

The B+(l235) meson, produced in the reaction 

7('" p- B+(l235) P (1) 

decays through strong interactions into UJ7(which is the only 

confirmed decay mode: 

B + (1235)- W (784 )7t" (2) 

However, there may be several other decay channels including 

B+(l235)- 7'l<548)Tr (3) 

B+(l235)- Qx10l9)-;r* (4) 

+ ~ . 0 
B (1235)-- J1 7i ( 5) 

and • B+(l235) _... K+ t> (6) 

Reactions (2,3,4) may appear in the chamber as four-prongs while 

reaction (5) may appear as a two-prong. Reaction (6) may be seen 

as a vee two-prong since the K0 is required to decay visibly in the 

chamber. More than 700 000 pictures were taken of an exposure of 

the SLAC 82 inch hydrogen bubble chamber to the RF separated~ 

beam. 

Scanners were required to record events for all topologies 

within a well-defined fiducial volume except those which occurred 

on bad film frames and those which could be associated with an 

11 
incident track which was non-beam. In addition, scanners were 

required to recognize events with one or more positive tracks 

which were heavily ionizing in all three views and which did not 

decay. These events are called HEAVY while all others are called 
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LIGHT. In this way most of the events with momentum transfer 
2 . 

squared to the proton less than 1 (GeV/c) could be identified 

without measurement and fitting. The number. of events of eaeh 

topology which were found is approximately: 

TWO-PRONG 

FOUR-PRONG 

VEE TWO-PRONG 

437 700 EVENTS 

44 5 900 EVENTS 

29 000 EVENTS 

All of the film was scanned once and a fraction depending upon 

12 ' 
topology was rescanned and conflicted. Although several topologies 

have been scanned more than twice, the sample of events used in this 

analysis was derived from those events found in the first and 

second scans. 

B. MEASUREMENT 

All events were measured at least once on a Spiral Reader. Four

prong and vee two-prong events which failed to fit any kinematic 

hypothesis of the first measurement were remeasured on a Spiral 

Reader or on a Franckenstein. In order to maximize the number of 

vee two-prongs some of the twice-failing events of this topology 

were measured a third tim~. Qnly a· small sample of the two-prong 

events, including both passing and failing events on the first 

measurement, was remeasured to determine the measurement efficiency 

and measurement ambiguities for this topology. 

C. COMPUTER ANALYSIS 

Measurements were analyzed using the Alvarez Group standard 

programs which use the measuring machine output to geometrically 

reconstruct the tracks in three dimensions and perform a chi-square 

-10-

fit to several reaction hypotheses according to the event topology 

using conservation of energy and three-momentum. In addition to the 

three-dimensional track reconstruction information from ionization 

density13, range-momentum relations for stopping particles, momentum-

position and angle-position correlation in the chamber (beam averaging) 

is used. 9 

Four-prong events are fitted to reaction hypotheses which include 

and 

(7) 

(8) 

Vee two-prong events are fitted to reaction hypothese which com-

prise 

(9) 

while two-prong events are fitted to reaction hypotheses which 

include 

and 

rr p -71'" p'if 

'it P- -;rrr- n· 

(10) 

(11) 

The kinematic confidence level of a constrained fit is required to 

-5 14 
be greater than 10 • 

Events from reaction (7) ~ere selected from the sample of passing 

+· four-prongs; a fraction f = 20-1~ of this topology had been second-

scanned and conflicted, and events which failed on the first measure

ment were remeasured. Events which fit the reaction rr p ~ 
,-J+-,.-+- .-J" ,.-o . 
/1 /I p 11 11 were selected for analysJ.s if (a) there were no four-

constraint fits with kinematic confidence level greater than 10-5, 

(b) the kinematic confidence level of the fit to reaction (7) was 

greater than 10-3, (c) the chi-square calculated from ionization 
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density information for this hypothesis was less than five plus 

the minimum ionization density chi-square for all hypotheses of 

this event, (d) the sum of the kinematic and ionization density 

chi•squares was a minimum for all constrained fits, and (e) the 

corresponding zero-constraint missing mass calculation satisfied

-0.10 ~ (Missing Mass)2 ~ 0.15 Gei. 15 

Reaction (9) is a seven-constraint hypothesis while reactions 

(7,8,10,11) have only one kinematic constraint. 

D. DETECTION EFFICIENCIES 

To determine the number of events in each decay channel of the 

B(l235) one must correct the apparent number of events for detection 

inefficiencies and selection cuts. We found that the detection 

efficiencies for four-prong events with small momentum transfer 

squared to the proton, where resonance production is most likely 

to occur, are the same as those for all HEAVY four-prong events. 

1. SCANNING EFFICIENCY 

The sample of events used for analysis was obtained from events 

found in the first and second scans of the film. The scanning 

efficiency was computed for the entire sample using events from a 

fraction f of the film which had been scanned twice and conflict 

Scanned.
12 

The efficiency for each scan was determined from this 

fraction of the film using the Geiger-Werner method, which assumes 

that the probebility of an event being found is the same for all 

events of a given topology and that the scans are independent. 16 

The efficiency E
1 

of the first scan is given by 
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( 1) 

and the efficiency E
2 

of the second scan is given by 

(2) 

where NX is the number of events given efficiency X by the conflict 

scanner. These assigned efficiencies are defined as 

(A) The event was found correctly on both scans. 

(B) The event was found correctly on the first scan but not 

found or incorrectly identified on the second scan. 

(c) The event was found correctly on the second scan but not 

found or incorrectly identified on the first scan. 

(D) The event was not found or incorrectly identified on both 

scans. 

The scanning efficiency for the entire sample is, therefore, given 

by 

(3) 

where f is the fraction of the film which was second-scanned. 

Although the scans are not independent this method is useful when 

the scanning efficiencies are high. Only passing events were used 

to determine the scanning efficiency since many of the failing 

events were incorrectly identified by the scanner and did not 

belong to the sample. A small correction has been made to the 

number of events NC which were found on the second scan and not 
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found or incorrectly identified on the first scan; some of these 

events which failed on the first measurement have not been remeasured 

while other failing events have been measured twice. The. correction 

was based on the second measurement passing rate for events of the 

same topology. Table (1) shows the scanning efficiencies and 

statistical errors for each topology. 

2. MEASUREMENT EFFICIENCY 

The measurement efficiency EM of the sample is defined by 

NUMBER OF PASSING EVENTS (4) 
NUMBER OF MEASURABLE EVENTS 

where the number of measurable events is the number of recorded 

events minus the number of unmeasurable events. An unmeasurable 

event is one which has either been misidentified by the scanner 

or else identified correctly according to the scanning .instructions 

but (usually} the result of an incident non-beam track. The number 

of unmeasurable events was determined by looking at twice-failing 

events of each topology on a scanning table. It was found that 

3!1~ of the recorded two-yroqgs, 5!1% of the recorded four-prongs, 

and a:l~ of the recorded vee two-prongs are unmeasurable events. 

These unmeasurable events, which are not part of the experimental 

sample, are also excluded in the pathlength determination. 

Events which are assigned a vee two-prong primary event type by 

the scanner may degenerate into a two-prong secondary event type if 

the vee is found to be unassociated with the vertex, for example. 

However, not all of the two-prong events which have. been g1 ven 

-14-

incorrectly a vee two-prong event type will degenerate inLu ll. two-

prong event type; some of these two-prongs will still pasr> as vee 

two-prongs. Since it is not known how many of the vee two-prongs 

are actually two-prongs one cannot correct the measurement efficiency 

for this contamination, but one can try to estimate it. One can 

compute the measurement efficiency_ of the total vee two~prong 

sample which includes for vee two-prongs and two-prongs. This will 

be a good estimate of the actual vee two-prong measurement efficiency 

if the difference between the vee two-prong and the two-prong measure-

ment efficiency is not large, and the sign of the bias of this 

estimate can be determined by noting whether the actual two-prong 

measurement efficiency is larger or smaller than this estimate. 

Table (2) gives the measurement efficiencies and statistical errors 

for each topology according to measurement number. 
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+( ) t' ,..,...+ The decay of the B 1235 , produced in the reac J.on 11 p-

7(+/t+ p7f7f 0
, may be anected by rinal state interactions. Indeed, 

reaction (-r) for events with M(47/) ~ 1.'(50 GeV is characterized by 

++ . 
the production or 6 (123b) and several meson resonances. An enhance-

ment can oe seen in the region or the pC765) in the (~7(-), 

(r,'fi0
), and (7l7l

0
) mass distributions above a larse 7/7fback

ground (Figs. 3a,b,c). The ~548) and uJ(784) are clearly observed 

in the (~71-(t0 ) mass distribution (Fig. 4a) for M(37/) 0 ~ 1.0 

GeV; at the peak of the U) the signal to noise ratio is approximately 

8.5 to one. There are.227 events with both pion triplets in the U) 

mass region 0. 765" M(r.+/t71°) ~ 0.805 GeV where more than 5200 

events have at least one pion triplet in the ~ mass region. In the 

analysis, events with both pion triplets in the uJ mass region are 

given weight one-half and counted as separate events. The (47i) mass 

distribution (Fig; 5a) shows an enhancement in the region of the 

B(l235) above a large 47lbackground, and an improvement in the 

signal to noise ratio can be obtained by choosing events with at 

least one (371)0 triplet in the GJ mass region as shown in Fig. (5b). 

A background complication is introduced by 6++(1236) production; 

Fig. (6a), which shows the (~ p) mass distribution, indicates that 

7(' p -6++ (1236 )r('/t7f0 is a strong production channel for 

reaction (7) at 7.1 GeV/c. If one selects events with at least one 

(~~~) triplet in the uJ mass region, approximately 28% of 
a 

these events have a (~ p) mass less than 1.4 GeV (Fig. 6b); the 
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0 total number of events has decreanr:d because of the ( 3/t) ma.ss 

cut, but the 6++ signal to noise ratio has increased. A Dalitz 

plot of J!(~ p) versus ~(W7t;,) is shown in Fig. (9). Further 

improvement in the B(l235) signal is possible by removing events 

with at least one (~ p) combination in the 6++ mass region M(~ p) 

= 1.236~0.120 GeV, as shown in Fig. (5c); the removal of 6++ 

reduces the background above the B(l235) considerably. In Sec.tion 

++ ~ C we will discuss the effects of 6 (1236) production. The (f/ p) 
. + 

and (Tl p) mass distributions (Figs. 6c,d) indicate that 6 (1236) 

.and 6°(1236) production are negligible in this reaction. Fig. (5d) 

shows the (~~)mass distribution for events with both-pion 

triplets in the ~ mass region which peaks at low ~~) mass. 

A. INVESTIGATION OF THE ~(784) DALITZ PWI' ANOMALY 

An anomaly concerning B(l235) production and the WDalitz plot 

was reported by Goldhaber ~ ~ in an analysis of the reactions 

rr p -71-trr Plt,-o at 3.65 and 3·7 GeV/c. 17 The W(784) decay 

18 matrix element squared is proportional to the parameter 

(5) 

- - .;..-+ ,.--where P and P are the three-momenta of the /1 and 11 respectively 
+ 

and Q is the total kinetic energy of the three pions in their center 

of mass, and M is the sum of the rest masses of the three pions. A 

contour 1\= a constant can be defined which divides the JP = 1-

decay Dalitz plot into an inner and an outer region which contain 

equal numbers of events from the decay. If there is an isotropic 
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phase space background from unaBr;ociated ( 37T) 
0 

the contribution 

of these events is divided in proportion to the area in each 

region. Approximately 2~ of the total area is contained in the 

inner region while the remainder is in the outer region. The 

normalized Dalitz plot is shown in Fig. (7a) for events with 6++ 

removed. The Dalitz plot variables X and Y are defined by 

and 

X== (T+- T_)/j3 Q 

y == T /Q 
0 

(6a) 

(6b) 

..-+- -where T , T , and T are the kinetic energies of the /C , /1 , and + - 0 . 

~ respectively in their center of mass. The inner and outer regions 

are shown separately in Figs. (7b,c) for )l== 0.006, and the 

resulting (rr-'ff-1f>) mass distributions are shown in Fig. (4b) 

for the inner region ()l~ 0.006) and in Fig. (4c) for the outer 

region (A ( 0.006). TheW enhancements are about the same for 

both regions while there is a considerable difference in (31i)0 

backgrounds. Since the Dalitz plot for the J7 decay peaks at low 

pion kinetic energies, the rtsigilal is large in the outer region 

(Fig. 4c) and small in ·the inner region (Fig. 4b) (371)0 mass 

distribution. 

Goldhaber ~ !!l, found that when one selected pion triplets in 
+ 

the U) mass region the resultine (471)- mass distributions showed 

a B(l235) enhancement for pion triplets from the outer (37f) 0 

Dalitz plot region while the distributions fo~ events from the inner 

region, which has a better ~ signal to noise ratio, did not show 
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a significant peak in the region of the B(l235). The rwrr) mass 

distribution, with 6++ removed, for the inner and outer (37/)0 

Dalitz plot regions (Figs. 8a,b) do not give any evidence for this 

effect at 7.1 GeV/c; strong B(l235) signals are clearly seen for 

both regions. There are 926 (871) events with M((.J?()-' 1.4 GeV 

for 1\. ~ o.oo6 (A~ o.oo6). 

B. INVESTIGATION OF A POSSIBLE W(784)1f KINEMft.TIC ENHANCEMENT 

A second effect was reported by Chung ~ ~' in an analysis of 

the reaction 7( P-Ji* p'j('ff-~ at 3.2 and 4.2 GeV/c, who found 

that the B(l235) was consistent with the hypothesi.s of a kinematic 

19 enhancement. Evidence for this hypothesis was (a) the B(l235) 

enhancement was strongly correlated ~th nucleon isobar production, 

and (b) angular distributions were consistent with a JJ-exchange 

1110del by Deck, Maor, and 0 'Halloran which resulted in a broad 

enhancement in the region M(U)~) : 1.2 GeV. 

* Peaking of the proton-proton scattering angle in the N rest 

frame in the forward direction was shown by Chung et ~ to be 

. * * consistent with f)-exchange production of N (1520) and N (1680) 

resonances. In addition, the S(l235) enhancement was shown to be 

* * associated with the production of N (1520) and N (1680) and peaking 

of the proton-proton scattering angle. Therefore, if tJ-exchange 

* was responsible for N production, the B(l235) could be the result 

of a broad kinematical enhancement which was a consequence of the 

* peripheral N production mechanism. We find that neither of these 

observations is consistent with data from reaction (7) at 7.1 GeV/c. 

A Dali tz plot of r/ (~ p) against r/ (W~) shows (Fig. 9) that 
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in this reaction B(l235) production occurs independently of any 

baryon resonance in contrast with the striking interference effect 

found at lower energy in ~ p interactions. Although there is some 

simultaneous production of both B(l235) and 6.++(1236), the crossing 

Dalitz plot bands constitute only a few percent of the B(l235) 

region. The distribution of momentum transfer squared from the target 

to the outgoing proton for events with at least one pion triplet in 

theW mass region, with 6.++ removed, is shown in Figs. lOa,b,c) for 

the Lower (H(W7f) ~ 1.085 GeV), Central (Lo85 ~ M(UJ7(+) ( 1.365 

aev), and Upper (1.3t5-' M(W7('") ~ 1.535 GeV) (WT('") mass regions. 

If one assumes that the differential cross section is given by the 

At 
usual e peripheral matrix element squared, one finds that the 

slope 

A 

is in the range A = 3 to 5 (GeV/c)-
2 

for both the B(l235) signal 

and the (J.)'[i' background. 20 

C. 7('" P- 6.++(1236)71'"7(-71° PRODUCTION CHANNEL EFFECTS 

The decay of the B(l23)) meson is a two-step process in which 

the decay of the B(l235) into W7i' is followed by the decay of the 

W t ...--1-...---....-o ¢ in o II 11 /1 • Let G and be the polar and azimuthal angles of 

theW momentum direction in the Jackson.rest frame of the B(l235) 

and let (3 and CL be the polar and azimuthal aneles of the normal 

to the ~ decay plane in the ~ helicity rest frame as shown in 

Fig. (ll) (See also Appendix A). It will be shown that 6.++(1236) 

production does not appreciably distort the cos(3 and d. distribu-
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tions used to determine the mass, width, and D/S ratio of the 

B(l235) and that a simple ('JI p) mass cut will remove the 6.++ in 

a known manner. 

The distribution of cosG, ¢, cos(3, and C( for the Lower, Central, 

and Upper (UJ'JI) mass regions is shown in Figs. (l2a,b,c) through 

(l5a,b,c). The production of 6.++ can distort these angular distri-

butions, especi-ally if there are interference effects between the 

++( -:>C.),.....I-....--.--0 + 6. l2.)V /1 /1 /1 and B (1235) p production channels of reaction 

(7). Since 6.++ production is significant in this reaction one must 

determine to what extent this production affects the B(l235) decay 

angular distributions and correct for this distortion in the analysis. 

Figs. (l2d,e,f) through (15d,e,f) show these same angular distri-

butions for events which, in addition, have 6.++ removed. 

The distribution of cosQ for events with at least one pion triplet 
<. 

in the W mass region is shown in Figs. (l6a,b) for M(rr;, p) > L 4 

GeV, where ~ is the pion which is not in the W and which will be 

referred to as the bachelor pion. The distribution indicates that 
++ . 

6. is produced with nearly all of the Jt;, going backward in the 

UJ~ center of mass. This is.not unuaual kinematically since the 

polar axis is along the incident /T* beam direction and the target 

proton momentum is highly peaked in the backward direction 

because the B(l235) is produced with relatively low kinetic energy. 

Therefore, the outgoing proton, which is peripheral in this reaction, 

and the bachelor pion both are moving backward in this reference 

frame, a condition which does not contradict the low (~ p) mass 
b 

enhancement at the 6.++(12)6). 
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We can use this property of the cosQ distribution to determine 

++ the effect of 6 production on the cosf3 and d angular distri-

butions. Instead of making a selection cut on the (~ p) mass to 

++ remove 6 , one could select events with cosQ < 0; although this 

reduces the B(l235) signal more than does a (~ p) mass cut, it 

has the distinct advantage that one can readily calculate the 

distribution of cosf3 and cJ. for B+(l235) p events with little 

6 ++ (1236)7(7(~ ambiguity. Integrating the decay angular distri

bution (See Appendix A) over the backward hemisphere and renormalizing 

one .finds that 

I'(~)= 211 W((3,d;Q,¢) sinQ dQ d¢ (7) 

The distribution of cos~ and a. for events with cosQ < 0 is the 

same as that for events with no selection on cosQ, and one has 

avoided distortion of the cos~ and 0. angular distributions as a 

++ result of 6 production which occurs almost entirely for cosQ >o 
at this momentum. The distribution of cosf3 for events with cosQ < 0 

(Figs. l7a,b,c) indicates that 6++ production does not appreciably 

distort the cos~ distribution (Figs. 14a,b,c) and that a(~ p) 

mass cut to remove 6++ does not introduce substantial systematic 

errors (FiGS• l4d,e,f). 

Production of 6++(1236) does affect the cosQ distribution which 

is used in the spin-parity analysis. However, there is evidence that 

++ 
6 production does not interfere with B(l235) production, and only 
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++ a small amount of b<J.ckground is found under the 6 (1236). Consequently, 

we assume tilat a err Jl) mass cut to remove 6 ++ does not appreciably 

affect the B(l235) decay angular distributions. 

In conclusion, we find no anomalies or interference effects 

associated with the B(l235) which have been reported at lower energies 

or in other interactions. 

D. SAMPLE OF EVENTS FOR ANALYSIS OF THE B(l235) 

The intrinsic spin-parity, mass, width, and D/S ratio of the 

B(l235) were determined using events from reaction (7) with at least 

one pion· triplet in the 00 mass region and with 6++(1236) removed. 21 

The result of this selection was a sample of events with an excellent 

B(l235) signal to W'i(background ratio which is iJII.Perative in the 

spin-parity analysis and desireable in the mass and width determination. 

Fig. (5c) shows the (~/i*) mass distribution .and Figs. (23a,b,c,d) 

show the m = 0 moments of the I ( (3, (1) angular di stri but ion for 

these events. 
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V. DETERMINATION OF THE PROPERTIES OF THE B+(l235) MESON 

+ The following properties of the B (1235) meson were determined 

from an analysis of the decay B+(l235)~UJ(784)~ using a sample 

of events from reaction (7): 

(a) Intrinsic spin-parity 

(b) Isospin, G-parity, and charge conjugation eigenvalue C 
n 

of the B
0

(1235) 

(c) Hass and width 

(d) Production cross section in the reaction Jr p -B+(l235) p 

at 7.1 GeV/c 

We also attempt to determine upper limits for the branching 

ratios of several other possible decay channels, including 'tt'ill, 

7'l% KK, and cp7i relative to the Wit decay mode. 

A. SPIN-PARITY ANALYSIS 

The Chung spin-parity analysis for boson resonances which decay 

into a spin-1 and a spin-0 particle is described in Appendix B, and 

the Berman-Jacob spin-parity analysis of two-step decay processes 

is described in Appendix c. The parameter 

€. J(J+l) 

J(J+l) - 3 
(8) 

where E, is the relative W-B parity is plotted in Fig. (21) for 

Jp normal (dashed curve) and Jp abnormal (solid curve). If the spin-

2 
parity of the resonance is known, the sign of RM indicates whether 

J(J+l) is larger or smaller than three. A chi-square can be calculated for 
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various hypotheses of spin-parity (See Appendix D) which can ·oe 

used to determine how well each Jp assignment describes the data 

if one spin-parity is dominant. 

Although the Chung and Berman-Jacob analyses are expressed in 

different notation it can be shown that these analyses, in fact, 

give the same information if Lmax : 2 and have the same spin

parity_ambiguities. In the Chung analysis (with L = 2) if Jp = l+ 

(1-) is a solution of Eqn. (B-5) then Jp = 2+ (2-) is also a 
. 2 

solution, while in the Berman-Jacob analysis RM = -1.22 (+1.22) 

p + - + -for J =·1 (1 ) ~ 2 (2 ). Therefore, one must determine the 

spin-parity of the decaying resonance independently of Eqns. (B-5) 

and (C-7). 

We found that we could not determine a spin-parity series for 

the B(l235) using Eqns. (B-3,4) which relate several G(tm;IJ.i) 

functions. Instead, polarization information from the ~ decay 

might be used to resolve this problem. In terms of the helicity 

amplitudes g A (See Appendix A) the distribution of cos~ is given 

by 

I( (3) (9) 

If the U) is longitudinally polarized (g0 + 0) then Jp I 1-, 2+, 3 , 

since g0 = 0 for this series, while the absence of longitudinal 

p I -polarization implies only that J r 0 since g0 could be small for 

p + - + 
J =1,2,3, ... 

In a Chung analysis one must first determine whether or not the 

spin J of the resonance is non-zero using the properties of the 
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G(t m;LM) functions. If J = 0 then r;(20;00) = - .J2f3 and. G( f, m;LM) 

vanishes for L > 0. Fig. (18a) showr; that G(20;00) I - j2j3 in 

the region of the B(l235) and, in fact, it is positive. In addition, 

G(00;22) and G(20;20) are non-zero in this region by two to three 

standard deviations (Figs. lBb,c). The G(tm;LM) are consistent 

with zero for e, = 0 and 2 (the only possible values) and 1 > 2 

so that G( lm;IM) = 0 for L > 2J if J = 1. 

The CW7t") mass distribution was divided into six 120 MeV 

intervals from threshold to 1.655 GeV and an analysis was completed 

of each interval. The distribution of chi-square is shown in Figs. 

(19a_-f) for Jp normal (corresponding to 7l = -1) and in Figs. (20a.;,f) 
p 

for J abnormal (corresponding to 71= 1) as a function of J(J+l) 

in the Chung analysis (with L = 2), and in Figs. (22a-f) as a 

function of ~ in the Berman-Jacob analysis for each (W'iT+) mass 

interval. 

We divide the discussion into three parts - (a) Region I (M(~17*) 

~ 1.175 GeV), the background region below the B(1235), (b) Region 

II (1.175 ~ M(W7i'*) ~ 1.295 GeV), the B(1235) region, and (c) 

Region III (1.295 ~ M(U)~)-' 1.655 GeV), the background region 

· l above the B(l235). In the analysis we look for minima in the chi-

square distributions near integral values of spin J. The spin-parity 

series was determined from ~-polarization information whenever 

possible. However, the analysis is not meaningful if one spin-parity 

is not dominant in each mass interval. 

Region I: The chi-square distributions for the region M~) ~1.175 

GeV as a function of J(J+l) in the Chung analysis are shown in Figs. 
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(19a, b) and (20a, b). In the interval M(WJt) ~ 1. 055 GeV one might 

expect an abnormal spin-parity state since tJ = 0 usually dominates 

at threshold due to the orbital angular momentum potential barrier. 

There is a minimum in the chi-square distribution for Jp abnormal 

near J(J+l) = 1/2 and a broad minimum for large J(J+l), while a 

- p 
maximum in the chi-square distribution for J normal occurs for 

J(J+l) = 3 and a broad minimum for large J(J+l) (Figs. 19a,20a). 

In the Berman-Jacob analysis a minimum in the chi-square distribution 
.. 2 +0.63 

for this interval (Fig. 22a) occurs for R].1 = 0.04_0•
50

, where the 
2 .. 

errors are defined by the chi-square interval )(min+l, which allows 

solutions for J ~ 1 and for large J in both spin-parity series 

(Fig. 21). However, in this interval G(20;00) J - J2i3 which shows 

that ~in J = 0 is not a solution. 

If the W is not longitudinally polarized (g
0 

= 0) theri 

I(~) 

and 

2 
3/2 sin {3 

J I(~) Y~(p ,a) d cos~ 
- 11 J2o11 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

The (Y~(~ ,d.)) moments, which are shown in Fig. (23b) as a function 

of (U)7f") mass, differ from this expected value by two to four 

standard deviations in this region which indicates that the W is 

longitudinally polarized and, therefore, the ~in-parity is abnormal. 

Although the minimum chi-square in the Chung analysis for JP abnormal 

occurs for J(J+l) = 1/2 it has been shown that J = 0 is not a solu-
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tion and we conclude that Jp l+ if there is one dominant spin-

parity in this interval. 

The chi-square distributions for the interval 1.055 ~· M(U)Ji'*) 

~ 1.175 GeV as a function of J(J+l) in the Chung analysis are 

shown in Figs. (l9b,20b). There is a minimUm in the chi-square 
p 

distribution for J abnormal near J(J+l) = 2, while there is a 

maximum in the chi-square distribution for Jp normal for J(J+l) : 2 

and a broad maximum for large J(J+l). The minimum chi-square in. 

the Berman-Jacob analysis occurs for R2 = -3.20+2.39 (Fig. 22b) 
M -<X> 

p - + + 
which allows J = l or 2, 3, .•. if one spin-parity is dominant. 

Polarization information for this interval indicates that the 

uJ is longitudinally polarized. However, there is a large resonance 

contribution to the amplitude in this interval so that polarization 

information may not be useful if the resonance does not also have 

abnormal spin-parity. 

Region II: The chi-square distributions for the region 1.175 ~ 

M(W7f) ~ 1.295 GeV are shown in Figs. (19c,20c) as a function of 

J(J+l) in the Chung analysis, and in Fig. (22c) as a function of 

2 RM in the Berman-Jacob analysis. Using the properties of the G(tm;LM) 

functions we have shown that the spin J of the B(l235) cannot be 

zero. 

In the Chung analysis the minimum chi-square for Jp abnormal 

(Fig. 20c) is near J(J+l) = 2, while the chi-square distribution 

for Jp normal (Fig. 19c) has a maximum for J(J+l) : 2 and a broad 

minimum for large J(J+l). In the Berman-Jacob analysis the chi-square 

distribution (Fig. 22c) has a minimum for R~ = -0.69~~:;i, where 
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H~ = l. 22 for .JP = l +. Therefore, the Ghunu; and Berman-Jacob 

p 
analyses allow J l

+ + -or 2 , 3 , 

spin-parity in this region. 

if there is one dominant 

p 
If the spin-parity of the B(l235) were J normal then g0 = 0 

and the W cannot be longitudinally polarized, .which implies that 

and 

2 
3/2 sin~ 

- 1/ ..j2oT( 

0 The (Y2(/3 1 C1)} moments (Fig. 23b) differ from this expected result 

by three to four standard deviations in this region which indicates 

that the UU is longitudinally polarized. If this polarization were 

the result of the abnormal spin-parity of the B(l235) alone then we 

p + 
could conclude that J = 1 • However, there is enough background in 

p + 
this region to account for this polarization so that J = 2, 3, ... 

cannot be eliminated. 

Region III: The chi-square distributions for the region 1.295 ~ 

M(W/t+) ~ 1.655 GeV are sho¥m in Figs. (19d,e,f) and (20d,e,f) 

as a function of J(J+l) in the Chung analysis and in Figs. (22d,e,f) 

2 as a function of RM in the Berman-Jacob analysis. In the region a·bove 

the B(l235) there is an increasing probability of other f.J-waves 

and also resonances in the R-region. It is not as likely, therefore, 

that one spin-parity is dominant in each interval and, consequently, 

polarization information would be less useful. 

The chi-square distributions for the intervals 1.295 ~ M(W/t+) 
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~ 1.415 GeV and 1. 535 ~ M(W}t+) ~ 1.655 GeV in the Chung analysis 

for JP abnormal (Figs. 19d,f and 20d,f) h&ve minima near J(J+l) = 2, 

p 
while the chi-square distributions for J normal have maxima for 

J(J+l) : 2 and broad minima for large J(J+l) which is not unlike 

the chi-square distributions in Regions I and II. In the Berman

Jacob analysis for these intervals there are minima in the chi-square 

2 p + + ld b · f R < 0 so that J = 1 or 2 , 3 .. •.· wou e distributions or M ' 

allowed if one spin-parity were dominant. 

In the interval 1.415~ M(W1f+~.535 GeV, however, there is 

a minimum in the chi-square distribution in the Chung analysis for 

Jp normal near J(J+l) = 2; while a maximum appears in the chi-square 

distribution for Jp abnormal for J(J+l) = 2 and a broad minimum 

for large J(J+l). This is just the opposite of the general features 

of the chi-square distributions for all other intervals. In the 

2 Berman-Jacob analysis the minimum chi-square occurs for RM > 0 

(Fig. 22e) so that JP = 1- or 2-, 3+, ..• would be allowed if one 

spin-parity were dominant in this interval. 

The possible W/t decay mode of the g(l68o) can be seen in Fig. 

(5c) above a large background. Both mass-width (ER = 1.682 GeV .and 
. . p -

~ = 0.157 GeV) and spin-parity (J = 3 ) assignments of the 

25 g(l68o) were determined from an analysis of the 'i'iif decay mode , 

while results from a study of other decay modes, such as GV71, 

indicate there may be more than one resonant state in this region 

because of the discrepancies of branching ratios, masses, and 

26 f th 1 amount of background under the g(l680) widths. • Because o e arge 

it is not possible to measure its spin-parity directly without some 

-:~-

improvement in the signal to no1.ne ratio. 

B. ISOSPIN, G-PARITY, AND CHARGE CONJUGATION EIGEH'.';,L·..::: 

The B(l235) decays into W7f and, therefore, it must have 

isospin and G-parity IG = 1+. 

The charge conjugation operator C changes a particle state into 

its antiparticle. Therefore, particles which are eigenstates of the 

charge conjugation operator must have baryon number B = o; charge 

Q = 0, and hypercharge Y = 0. The charge conjugation eigenvalue.of 

such a neutral system is given by 

c (11-) 

Thu.s the charge conjugation eigenvalue of the B0(1235), which 

decays into U)~, is C = -1 since I = 1 and G = +1 • 
n 

C. MASS, WIDI'H, AND D/S RATIO 

The mass, width, and D/S ratio were determined by fitting the 

amplitudes for the two-step B(l235) decay simultaneously to the 

mass and angular distributions assuming that its intrinsic spin

parity is Jp = 1+. Explicit dependence on the production mechanism 

is eliminated by integrating the angular distribution (Eqn. f.:.-9) 

over angles Q, ¢, and C( and using the trace normalization of the 

density matrix () to obtain f-M,M' 

which is independent of ~,M'' The helicity amplitudes gt\. can be 
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expressed in terms of partial wave wo:pli turk:; at using the relation 

~ <2t + 1)~ at (f. o 1 AI J ;u 
g = 
A. 

(12) 

Assuming that the total angular momentum of the W 7( system is 

J = 1 over the mass region of interest, the helicity amplitudes 

become 

(13) 

and (14) 

and therefore 

I(~) = (15) 

I a0 l2+ 3/21 a1 1
2

(1-colf3 Y + i/2j a2 j 2 (1+3cos2~) +J2Re(a0a;)(l-3cos
2f3) 

2 [laol
2 

+ la1l
2 

+ la2l
2

] 

The mass distribution is given by 

(16) 

where M is the (W'i'f*) mass and I f 0 l2, which is a coupling constant, 
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has been set equal to one arbitro.r:tly. 

The m = 0 moments of the angular distribution are defined by 

(17) 

Substituting I(~) into this expression one finds that 

(18a) 

and (18b) 

The m = 0 moments (Eqn. 17) are shown in Figs. (23a-d) for t = 1, 

2, 31 4 as a function of (GU~) mass for events with at least one 

W ++ 21 
pion triplet in the mass region and with ~ removed. Within 

statistical errors the moments are zero for t f 0 or 2 for M{UJ7(") 

"' 1. 535 GeV, and since {Y~( f3 I a)) < 0 in this region there must 

be P-wave or S-wave - D-wave interference contributing to the 

amplitude (Eqn. 18b). The distortion of the cos~ distribution 

introduced by ~he (~ p) maes cut to remove~++ can be assessed 

by calculating them= 0 for events with cosQ <o instead, as shown 

in Figs. (24a-d). The moments are very similar, differing by a slight 

0 shift of the {Y2(j3 1 Cl)) moments toward more positive values in 

the background regions above and below the B(1235). 

To determine the mass, width, and D/S ratio the region M(~'ii*) 

-' 1. 535 GeV was divided into intervals and the alll1?litudes given 

by Eqns. (15 and 16) were fitted simultaneously to the (/.).)rf) mass 
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0 
distribution (Fig. 5c - 10 MeV intervals) and to (Y2((3,d )} 

(Fig. 23b - 50 r.1eV intervals) for events with at least one pion 

++ 20 triplet in the W mass region and with 6. removed. Several 

hypotheses vhich differed primarily in tJ-wave background were 

attempted. 

1. Basic Hypothesis 

. p + 
The basic hypothesis is that of a J = 1 resonance with mass 

ER and total width ra at resonance which decays into both S-wave 

and D-wave Wit channels with s-, P-, and D-wave background. The 

D/S ratio is defined by 

D/S RATIO = r~/ ~ (19) 

where r~ and ~ are the S-wave and D-wave partial decay widths 

at resonance and where the total width r = ~ + r;. 
An tJ-wave Breit-Wigner amplitude can be written 

(20) 

where f: is the total width for resonance production {assumed to 
' p 

be S-wave), r(M) is the partial width for decay into the tJ-wave 

channel, ER is the resonance mass, and f(M) is its total width. 

The l, J-wave partial width, which depends on the orbital angular 

momentum potential and phase space, is given by 

(21) 
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where q is the Wit center of mass momentum 

2 
q = 

R denotes the value of the. subscripted (superscripted) quantity 

at M = ER and x represents the reciprocal of the radius of interaction 

which was taken to be x = 0.100 GeV/c. The total resonance width 

is given by r(M) = L r(M), where the sum is over all channels 
n n 

&nd partial waves. With these assumptions the Fartial wave 

amplitudes can be written 

(22a) 

(22b) 

and 
Jr; ~(M) 

(22c) 

W·here B -- IB
1

1 e~0 t th t . . t " represen s e J-wave background aniJ:litude 

d1 vided by the square root of three b dy ha - o p se space, and Q is the 

B-p center of mass momentum 

Q2 = [ S - (Mp + M)
2 

] [ s - (\ - M)2] 

4s 

where S is the total center of mass energy squared. A parameter 
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0 ~ K2. ~ 1 multiplying the cross terms is allowed to vary to 

determine the coherence of the .£, J = 0 ·and 2 backgrounds with 

respect to the phase of the resonance when the amplitudes are 

squared. The background amplitude magnitudes jB2.j (t= 0, 1, 2) 

are linear functions of the (UJ7t*) mass and the phases ~t 

( l = 0 and 2) are constants. There are, therefore, a total of 

fourteen parameters to be determined: mass, width, D/S ratio, 

background amplitude magnitudes (6), phases (2), and coherence 

(2) 1 and production partial width (a normalization constant). 

This represents a minimum number of unkn~s consistent with the 

physical assumptions. 

The mass resolution (Fig. 25) has been shown to accurately 

represent the uncertainties introduced by multiple scattering 

and measurement error. 27 

The parameters were determined by finding a minimum value of 

chi-square given by 

. 2 
X (23) 

I 
i=l 

2. RESULTS 

For purposes of reference and comparison with other experiments 

we fitted the (W7t> mass distribution (Fig. 5c) to an s-wave 
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Breit-Wigner resonance with a non-interfering quadratic background. 

From a chi-square fit with ~n = 39.52 and 53 degrees of freedom, 

the mass and width were determined to be 

+ ER = 1.243-0.006 GeV 

and r
R +0.023 = 0.134_0•026 GeV 

We found four related solutions to Eqns. (17,18b) using the 

parameterization given by Eqns. (22a,b,c). The mass ER depends 

on the relative resonance-background phase in the S-wave while 

an ambiguity in the D/S ratio is a_consequence of the behavior 

of Eqn. (18b) as a function of D/S• The width rR was found to 

be somewhat independent of these uncertainties. We will describe 

the solutions and argue for the elimination of three of them in 

the discussion. 

Solution I: The mass, width1 and D/S ratio were determined to be 

and 

+ 
ER = 1.235-0..005 GeV 

rR + = 0.147-0.021 GeV 

r R/rll = 0.00+0.05 
2 I o -o.oo 

from a fit with ~n = 45.95 and 58 degrees of freedom, which 

corre~nds to a confidence level greater than 80i, where the 
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errors were found oy determining the fourteen-parameter ~- +l 
. =n 

surface. Several terms in the amplitude squared are shown in 

Figs. (26a), the total amplitude squared; (26b), s-wave resonance 

squared; (26c), P-wave background squared; (26d), D-wave background 

squared; and (e), S-wave resonance and D-wave background interference. 

The solution parameters are summarized in Table (4). 

The s-wave background was found to vanish in this solution 

while the P-wave·and D-wave backgrounds, which are primarily 

determined by (Y~(f3,d.)), cannot also vanish. The phase of the 

D-wave background is close to 110° so that the S-wave resonance 

and D-wave background interference peaks above the mass of the 

resonance to account for the minimum in the {Y~(J3 1 C()) distribution 

(Fig. 23b ), 

Solution II: From a study of Eqns. (17,lbb) and the properties of 

the first solution it was found that a second solution was possible 

by interchanging the S-wave and P-wave background amplitudes of the 

first solution. The D-wave background magnitude, phase, and 

coherence were not changed while the s-wave backgT9und phase was 

chosen so that the S-wave and D-wave background interference was 

negative to co~ensate for the absence of P-wave background in 

Eqn. (18b). The S-wave coherence was set equal to one since the 

P-wave background of the first solution was large. 

Using these initial condition the mass, width, and D/S ratio 

were determined to be 

1.252'!:0.006 GeV 

and 

-3!.1-

o.oo+0.06 
-0.00 

from a fit with ~min~ 42.95 and 58 degrees of freedom, which 

corresponds to a confidence level of approximately 90%· Several 

terms in the amplitude squared are shown in Figs. (27a), the total 

amplitude squared; (27b), S-wave resonance squared; (27c), S-wave 

resonance-background interference; (27d), S-wave background squared; 

(27e), P-wave background squared; (27f), D-wave background squared; 

(27g), S-wave resonance and D-wave background interference; and 

(27h), S-wave and D-wave background interference. The solution 

parameters are summarized in Table (4). 

The P-wave background is small but non•vanishing because the 

S-wave and D-wave background interference cannot be large enough 

to co~ensate for the D-wave background squared in Eqn. (18b). In 

this solution the S-wave resonance-background interference, which 

contributes to the mass distribution (Eqn. 17), peaks below the 

mass of the resonance and requires the resonance mass to increase, 

while the S-wave resonance and D-wave background interference, 

0 which contributes only to (Y2((3,d,)), peaks above the mass of the 

resonance. No up-down ambiguity in the sign of the relative S-wave 

background - D-wave background phase was allowed by this solution. 

~S~o~l~u~ti~o~n~I~I::I: A third (and fourth) solution follows from the 

behavior 0 
of (Y2 (13 1 ~)) as a function of the D/S ratio. If, for 

example, there were no background then E•!n• (18b) becomes 
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I a2 l2 
- 2 ..j2Re(a0a;) 

y2o7f[laol2 + ja2j2] 
0 

since D/S = 0 is a solution. In terms of the D/S ratio this can 

be written 

ID/sl- 2'J'2In!sl ~ 
v2o/T [ 1 + jn/sl] 

0 

which also has the solution jn/sj = 8. This solution will be 

modified 'Jy the presence of background, but the ambiguity still 

exists. 

The initial conditions for the third solution were obtained by 

setting the D/S ratio to 6 and interchanging the s-wave and D-wave 

background phases in the second solution. The mass, width, and 

D/S ratio were determined to be 

1.256 GeV 

rR 
0.155 l;eV 

and ~~~ 200.0 

from a fit with )(~n = 42.57 and 58 degrees of freedom. The solution 

parameters are s·<lJlliiiB.rized in Table (4). 

Although there is now a large D-wave resonance contribution to 

0 
(Y2((3 ,a)) (Eqn. llb), this is nearly equalled by a negative 

contribution from the resonance-background interference. The phases 
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of the S-wave and D-wave backcround were interchanged so that the 

D-wave resonance-background interference in this solution is the 

same as the S-wave resonance-background interference in Solution 

II. 

Solution IV: The initial conditions for the fourth solution were 

obtained by setting the D/S ratio to 8 and interchanging the s-wave 

and D-wave background amplitudes of the first solution. The D-wave 

background phase was chosen so that the s-wave and D-wave background 

interf~rence would contribute negatively to (y0 ((3 ,(1.)) and equal 2 . 

the contribution from the D-wave resonance amplitude. The mass, 

width, and D/S ratio were determined to be 

ER 1.255 GeV 

rR = 0.152 GeV 

and 

. 2 4 from a fit with )(min= 2.71 and 58 degrees of freedom. The solution 

parameters are summarized in Table ( 4). 

In this solution, although the s-wave resonance is small, the 

s-wave background is quite large and the S-wave resonance-background 

interference peaks below the resonance mass and requires it to 

increase. The D-wave background phase is approximately -38° and the 

D-wave resonance-background interference, while having little effect 

below the resonance, peaks above the resonance mass to account for 
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the minimum in the (Y~((3,d )) distribc;tion. 

D. PRODUCTION CROSS SEC'l'ION 

The production cross section for the reaction r p- B + (1235) p· 

at 7.1 GeV/c was determined with the assuraption that U)/t is the 

only decay mOde of the B(l235). The number of observed events from 

this 

mass 

reaction was found by fitting an s-wave Breit-Wigner, with 

E = 1.243 GeV and width rR = 0.134 GeV, and a polynomial 
R 

background of degree three to the (4/t) mass distribution for events 

with at least one (371)0 pion triplet in the UU mass region and 

M(£.U7() ~ 1.750 Gev.
29 

+118 + It was found that 1163_219 B (1235) events are observed in the 

region M(W'Ji+) ~ 1. 750 GeV from a fit with _x2min = 76.65 and 79 

degrees of freedom. This number must be corrected for (a) the 

mass cut, and (b) experimental detection inefficiencies. 

0 
From fitting the (37f) mass distribution in the region 0.725 

~ M(31T)0 ~ 0.045 GeV with a relativistic Breit-Wigner amplitude 

and quadratic background it was found that 77!1~ of the W signal 

is contained in the interval 0.765 ~M(37i)0 ~ o.t-05 GeV. The mass 

and width of the W, whic-h were allowed to vary, were determined 

to be ER = 0. 71:312 GeV and r = 0.0123 GeV. 

Three sources of detection inefficiency were considered: (1) 

scanning, ( 2) measurement, and ( 3) final state ambiguities. The 

scanning efficiency was determined for events with small momentum 

2 
transfer squared to the proton ( -t < 0.02 (GeV/c) ) and found 

p,p. 

to be consistent with that for all four-prong events. The measurement 

efficiency for these events was examined by comparing the ratio 
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of the number of events passing on the second measurement to the 

number of events passing on the first measurement to the same 

ratio for all four-prong events. Results indicate that there is 

no significant change in the scanning and measurement efficiencies 

for events with small momentum transfer squared to the proton 

from reaction (7). 

There may be final state ambiguities which result in a change 

in the number of events of a given reaction. Estimates of corrections 

to the number of events of the reaction r, p- 7t"71+ p7(7f
0 

as a result of several possibly ambiguous reaction hypotheses 

have been determined. 

(a)~ p -rr pr(7f7f
0 

(track ambiguity): It was found that 

pion-proton track ambiguities are negligible. This is primarily 

the result of the change in ionization density chi-square when the 

pion and proton tracks are interchanged. Most events are peripherally 

produced and the proton is slow and easily-recognized. 

(b) 7f+ p -rlr, pj, + missing mass: Ambiguities involving this 

reaction are also negligible when at least one (rl7f- missing mass) 

triplet is required to be in 'theW mass region. 

( ) .....-+ _..,.....,...--+--c /1 P- 11 J1 11 11 n: Two methods were used to estimate the 

correction for ambiguities involving this reaction. In the first 

method, events from reactions (7) and (8) were generated according 

to peripheral phase space and fitted using a modified version of 

the Alvarez Group program SIOUX. It was found that 8:8% of the 

~~ pj,'Ji0 
events and 20!13i of the Tf7i+rt"71 n events fit 

. . 

the ambiguous-reaction. Ho~ver, no_ ionization density information 



is used to discriminate between hypotheses, the result of whjch is 

a large uncertainty in the ambiguity measurement. At this energy 

one might expect a change in ionization density of three to five 

when a proton is assumed to be a pion and conversely in these 

reactions. This method, therefore, is not very useful. 

A second,method involves changes in the missing mass distribution 

when an event is assigned an incorrect reaction hypothesis. For 

example, the missing mass distribution of events from reaction (7) 

is not the same as the missing mass distribution of events from 

reaction (8) which have reaction (7) as a prime hypothesis (lowest 

sum of kinematic and ionizatio~ density chi-squares), and the 

apparent missing mass distribution is some linear combination of 

the missing mass distribution for events from reaction (7) and the 

missing mass distribution of ambiguous events from reaction (8). 

With the assumption that the actual missing mass distribution is 

that for events which have reaction (7) as a prime hypothesis and 

which do not have reaction (8) as a secondary hypothesis, and that 

the ambiguous distribution is that for events which have reaction 

(8) as a prime hypothesis but which also have reaction (7) as a 

secondary hypothesis, it was determined that 4:1% of the r;+~ p~7(0 

events, and, similarly, 9:4~ of the r;+~r;+71- n events are 

actually events from the ambiguous reaction. The apparent number 

of events from reaction (7) is 2.6:0.2 times the apparent number 

• of events from reaction ( 8). 

(d) Degenerate vee four-prongs: Events which were assigned a vee 

four-prong event type by the scanner may degenerate into a four-
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pront; event type if the vee is found to be unassocinted w-itr. the 

vertex. 'T'he number of such eventr; which have reaction (7) as a 

prime hypothesis and which are not included in the sample is 

equivalent to 1.5!0.5% of the apparent number of events from 

reaction (7). 

With corrections to the observed number, of B(l235) events for 

the ( 3TtJ0 
mass cut and for experimental detection inefficiencies 

the production cross section is given by 

B(l235) 
cJproduction 

where N is the number of observed events, E is the correction 
0 A 

for final state ambiguities, ~ is the correction for unseen decay 

modes of the~' EU) is the correction for the (37t} 0 mass cut, ES 

and EM are the scanning and measurement efficiencies, and A is the 

~athlength. This becomes 

~B(l235) 
V production 

( 
+118 . + ' + 

1163_219) (1.01-0.02) (1.10-0.04) 

(0.77:0.01) (0.982:0.001) (0.947:0.014) (42.8:1.0) fib 

42+4 /lb 
-7 

where the scanning and measurement efficiencies for HEAVY events 

has been used. 
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E. BRANCHING RATIOS 

If the spin-parity of the B(l235) is Jp = 1+ it cannot decay 

into 7T/t, 7"f!r, or I<K channels through strong interactions because 

parity would not be conserved. In addition, the quark model predicts 

that the ¢71/WTi branching ratio vanishes since ¢ = A A would 

result in a disallowed duality diagram. We will show that these 

branching ratios are consistent with zero and determine an upper 

limit for each channel with a 90% confidence level. 

(a) B+(l235)-Jt~: The (~rrc) mass distribution for events 

'':"'<! from the reaction ~ p -71+ p~ (Fig. 28) shows that the 

TiTi/Wlt branching ratio is consistent with zero. We would be 

able to detect 220 events above background, and including a correction 

for scanning and measurement inefficiencies the branching ratio 

B -717(/B--W/T < 0.15 

and is consistent with zero. 

(b) B+(l235) -??Tr: The ( 7"(it") mass distribution from the 

. ,..;.+ ,......t-~ ,.-..-o 
reaction /1 p- 11 11 Pll 11 , where at least one pion triplet 

is required to be in the U) mass region 0.525 ~M(37iJ0 ~ 0.550 

++ GeV, is shown in Fig. (29) with 6 removed. There is no evidence 

for B -7"/ 7( and we estimate that we could detect 60 events above 

background. With corrections for neutral decays of the 1J and 

scanning and measurement inefficiencies, the branching ratio 
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and is consistent with zero. 

+ + -0 + 0 (c) B (1235)~K K : The (K K ) rr~ss distribution for events from 

the reaction~ p --K+ p K0
, where the K

0 
is required to decay 

visibly in the chamber, does not e:ive any evidence for B -I<K 

(Fig. 30). We estimate that we could detect 4o events above back

o 
ground. With corrections for unseen decays of the K and scanning 

and measurement inefficiencies the branching ratio 

B-+ I<K/B-c.J 7T < o.oB 

and is consistent with zero. 

(d) B+(l235) .-.¢7(: The (K+ K-~) mass distribution for the 

reaction 'it p --';i* K+ p K-, where the (K+ K-) mass is required 

to be in the cjx1019) mass region 0.944 "M(K+ K-) ~ 1.044 GeV, is 

shown in Fig. (31). There is no evidence for B- c/J 71 and we could 

detect 20 events above background. With corrections for other decay 

modes of the cjx1019) and scanning and measurement inefficiencies 

we find that 

and is consistent with zero. 
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VI. DISCUSSION 

......-+ ....-+--+- ....,_,.,..o / Thereaction/{ p-11 /1 P/f/1 at7.1GeVcprovidesa 

satisfactory final state from which to determine the properties 

+ . 
of the B (1235) meson. There are. no Dalitz plot anomalies nor any 

interference effects w1 th baryon resonances whi.ch have been reported 

in ~ p interactions at 3 to 4 GeV/c. Final states produced in 

proton-antiproton interactions have difficulties related to crossing 

U) bands, background, and poor signal to noise ratios. In this 

reaction we can determine to some extent the ~++(1236),;+~~ 

production channel interference effects, which appear to be 

++ . 
negligible, since nearly all of the ~ is produced with the 

bachelor pion in the backward direction relative to the incident 

pion beam in the (J.)'j( center of mass, and the cosf3 distribution 

for events with the bachelor pion in the forward direction is 

theoretically the same as that for B(l235) events without a 

selection on the bachelor pion direction. Obviously this relies 

on the peripherality of the interaction and may not be useful at 

lower energies, while at higher energies the production cross 

section is smaller. 

A Chung and Berman-Jacob analysis of the GU7/ angular distributions 

+ as a function of (iJ.)7i ) mass shows that (a) the spin-parity of the 

p + + -B(l235) is J = 1 or 2 , 3 ; ••• , and (b) the spin-parity of the 
p 

W7/background may contain J normal components. In a Chung 

analysis one first determines the spin-parity series of the decaying 

resonance using properties of the G(tm;LM) functions. If the spin 
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is non-zero then J(J+l) can be calculated directly usir;g tc,e 

G(.lm;LM) weighted averages (Eqn. B-5). However, in this experiment 

we found that the spin-parity series of the B(l235) could not be 

determined using these properties (Eqns. B-3,4), A determination 

of the spin-parity series from ~~polarization information was 

not possible since ~ background could account for longitudinal 

p 
polarization of the 0) if the spin-parity of the B(l235) were J 

normal. 

In the determination of the mass, width, and D/S ratio of the 

B(l235) we found four related solutions to Eqns. (17) ·arid (l8b) 

which describe the {JA)-;r+") mass distribution and (Y~(~ ,d.)) 

moments. Solutions III and IV follow from Solutions I and II and 

the behavior of Eqn. (18b) as a function of the D/S ratio, We 

att~ted to eliminate these solutions, which have a large D/S 

ratio, by looking for inconsistencies in the eosQ distribution, 

but without success. A solution with a large D/S ratio contradicts 

the result of an analysis by Werbrouck ~ !l which indicated that 

the D/S ratio should be small7 1 while an S-wave decay is preferred 

because of the orbital angular momentum potential barrier, although 

~uantita.tively this ~ends on the radius of interaction. We assume, 

therefore, that D/S : 0 is the physically correct solution. 

Solutions I and II are related by an ambiguity in the S-wave and 

P-wave backgrounds. In the first solution the S-wave background 

vanishes while the P-wave background is ~uite large at threshold 

and nearly constant over the region of interest. Although this may 

be possible physically it is not very probable; orbital angular 
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momentum zero is usually dominant at threshold due to the centri-

fugal barrier potential and the small amount of kinetic energy 

available. In the second solution, however, the s-wave background 

is large near threshold and the P-wave background is small but 

non-vanishing. This solution is in agreement with ~-polarization 

information and results. of the spin-parity analysis for the interval 

M(Wr) ~ 1.055 GeV which indicated that JP abnormal is dominant 

in this region. 

We have determined improved upper limits for the branching ratios 

of the 7(7/ and 7'l1T channels relative to W7T. The 7T1T, · 7111, KK, 

and C/Jir mass distributions are consistent with results for the 

branching ratios of the B(l235) meson determined by preVious 

experiments - no evidence for decay channels other than W'JI has 

been reported. If' the spin-parity of the B(1235) is JP = 1+ it 

cannot decay into Tiit 7l1i, or !d< if the decay is the result of 

strong interactions since parity must be conserved. The measured 

branching fractions of these p9ssible decay modes provide a 

physical test of the spin-parity determination. 

The B(1235) production cross section for the reaction ~ p _._ 

r(7f pT('r;-o at 7.1 GeV/c, determined to be (f = 42:; Jl..b, is 

in agreement with other experiments. Fig. (32) shows a compilation 

of the 3(1235) production cross section as a function of incident 
+ 2 

beam momenta for ~ p interactions by T. Ferbel. 

A summary of the properties and quantum numbers of the B(l235) 

meson is presented :!.n Table (5). 
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APPENDIX A 

DECAY ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF THE B(l235) 

The decay of the B(l235) meson is a two-step process in which 

the decay of the B(l235) into ~(784)1/ is followed by the decay 

.of theW into 7t"71-'if'. Exeept for a coupling constant, the rate·· 

of this two-step process is determined by the production mechanism 

of the B(l235) and the ~litudes of the first step of this process. 

The production mechanism, which ~ involve the exchange of Regge 

trajectories such as the 11 or W, is not well known, and it is 

not our purpose to resolve this question. However, kinematic 

information from' eaeh step of the decay process allows one to 

determine several intrinsic properties of the B(l235) meson. 22 

One can write the. 2J+l pure state vectors of the B(l235) as a 

superposition of the total angular momentum eigenstates IJM} where 

J is the intrinsic spin of the B(l235) and M is the spin projection 

along the quantization axis in tts rest frame 

jB(l235), (l) L c~ IJM) (A-1) 

M 

for Ol = 1, 2, ••• , 2J+l. Since the dynamical state of the B(l235) 

is incompletely known, one can determine only the probability P(M) 

that the B(l235) is produced in a state IJM}. It is convenient to 

describe this statistical ~xture of states using the density 

operator p defined by 
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p = L IB(l235),(l)(B(l235), 0.'1 

Ci,c:J.' 

=l:L: 
'* c~ c~ I JM) {JM 'I 

~'~ ,• M' 
I.Aai.A. M, 

\' P. IJM) (JM 'I l... M M' 
M M' . I 

I 

(1\-2) 

where PM M' is the B(l235) density matrix. The probability P(M) 
J 

is given by 

P(M) (A-3) 

In the B(l235) center of mass let P(Q1 ~) be the three-momentum 

of the W where Q and ~ are the polar and azimuthal angles of the 

W momentum direction in the Jackson coordinate system in \lhich 

the Z-axis is along the incident -;;+ beam direction, and the Y-axis 

is along the production normal (Fig. 11). The relationship between 

a state I JM), which is an eigenstate of total angular momentum, and 

a state IP,Q,~, A) 1 which describes the two-particle decay system 

with relative three-roomentum 2P(Q,~) and helicity A in the rest 

frame of the decaying particle, is given by the Wigner formula 

1 
2 

[
2J+l] J (J 2* IJM} = 

4
/t Dl.f,A_ (¢,Q,O) IP,Q,¢, A) sinQ dQ d¢ (A-4) 

Then the transition matrix element T(f) which describes the decay 
/I.JM 

of the.B(l235) in a pure state IJM) into the two-particle state 

W7lin a pure state IP,Q,¢11\.) is given by 

v 
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(A-5) 

where the helicity amplitudes are defined by 

g A = (W(784 )'lr;P,Q,¢,,:\.1 TIB(l235) ;helicity= ,:\) (A-6) 

for A = -1, O, +1 where T is the usual transition operator. 
A 

In the W center of mass let n(p,a) be the normal to 'the 

Jr'il~ decay plane where {3 and d are the polar and azimuthal 

angles of the decay plane normal in the ~-helicity rest frame in 

which the Z'-axis is along the direction of the Win the center 

of mass of the B(l235) and the Y'-axis is along z x Z' (Fig. 11). 

In this reference frame the spin projection of the W along the 

Z' axis is just its helicity A, and the transition ~trix element 

T6~l which describes the decay of the W in a pure state I j=l m= ,\,) 

....-+-.....-...-<> I A into the three-particle state 11 /I II in a pure state n((3, Cl.); 

helicity=O) is given by 

where the helicity ~litude r 0 is a cou,Pling constant. 

The transition matrix element TO,M for the two-step decay .of 
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state with helicity zero is the product of the transition matrices 

for each step of the process, and, therefore 

(A-8) 

]._ 

or [
3(2J+l)] 

2 

T - f 
o,M - 167f o 

For systems specified by a density operator p the expectati<;>n 

value of any function F(A) of the observable& A is the trace of 

{j(A) 

(F(A)) = Trace pF(A) 

Then the decay angular distribution Of the two-step decay Of the 

B(l235) is given by 

(A-9) 

ThE' density matrix ~ M' depends on the production mechanism of 
J 

the B(l235). By integrating over the angles Q, ¢, and (l and using 

the orthogonality properties of the D-functions and the trace 
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normalization of the density matrix 

P, = 1 M,M 
M 

one obtains an angular distribution I(~) given by 

(A-10) 

which is independent of fJM M' explicitly. If parity is conserved 
I 

then jg1j
2 

= jg_1j
2 

and hence 

where f0 has been set equal to one. 
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APPENDIX B 

CHUNG SPINo- PARITY ANALYSIS 

The ~in-parity of a boson resonance which decays into a ~in-1 

and a ~in-0 particle may be determined directly from experimentally 

24 
measurable averages. 

Let Q and ¢ be the polar and azimuthal angles of the ~in-1 

particle momentum direction in the Jaekson rest frame of the 

decaying spin-J boson resonance, and let (3 and d. be the polar 

and azimuthal angles of the spin-1 particle decay indicator in the . 

spin-1 particle helicity reference frame. (See Appendix A and Fig. 

11) 

The measurable averages 

are used directly to determine the ~in-parity of the decaying boson 

resonance where the ri are multipole expansion parameters ot the 

spin-1 particle density matirx 

<ti<(3,0.))Q,¢ fixed 

(1 o 1 o I to) 
(!3-2) 

where the average is taken for fixed Q and ¢, and (1 0 l 0 I t 0) 

25 is the usual Clebsch-Gordon coefficient. The parameters L and M 

are related to a mul tipole expansion of the density matrix of the 

spin-J resonance in the Jackson rest frame. 
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To determine the parity, suppose 

(a) J =0: All G(.l.m;LM) vanish except G(OO;OO) = jl73 and 

G(20;00) = - J2/3 since only one orbital angular momentum t 
J 

is possible. 

(b) J ~ 1: If the parity is such that tJ = J then 

= 1 

G(21; IM) = 0 for L even ( ~2) and L odd (B-3) 

and G(OO;IM) = {2 G(20;LM) for L even (~2) (B-4) 

However, if the parity.is such that tJ = J!l one may have G(2l;LM) 

:: 0 if tJ = J~l dominates over l,J = ..I+l so that (B-3) is a strong 

test only for L even ( ~2). 

To determine the spin J of the boson resonance directly, one 

uses the relation 

J(J+l) (B-5) 

L(Ir+-1) G(22;LM) 

-} 7l [ 2L(L+l)/3{L-:-l)(L+2) ] 2 [.J2 G(OO;LM) + G(20;LM)] + 2 G(22;LM) 

-::1' where L is even ( ~2), and J1 = !1. If the orbital angular momentum 

t J of the two-particle decay system satisfies· lJ = J!l (J) then 

T/ = 1 ( -1). The fl:lllctions G( t m; LM) may be determined from the 

relations 

. G(OO;LM) (B-6) 
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and 

i 

[

10'ff{2L+l)] . * 
G(2m;LM) = -

3 
(~((3,C1 )D~~l (¢,9,0)) (3-7) 

Eqn. (B-5) _is correct for both real and imaginary :parts of G( f, m; m) 

separately. To determine the minimum value of J co~sistent with the 

data one uses the ;ondition G(Lm;LM) = 0 if L > 2J which is a 

re~ult of conservation of angular momentum in the multipole 

:parameter expansion. If L is the largest value of L for which 
max 

the G(l,m;m) are non-vanishing~ there are L (L +4)/4 independent 
max max 

tests of (B-5). 
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APPENDIX C 

BERMAN-JACOB SPIN-PARrrY ANALYSIS 

Using the results for the angular distribution of the B(l235) 

two-step decay one can express the density matrix .P).?. A of the 

U) with respect to the uu-helicity reference frame in terms of the 

helicity amplitudes g)l and the density matrix ~,M' of the B(l235) 

in the Jackson coordinate system. From quantum mechanics one finds 

that 

(C-1) 

where T(l) is the transition matrix for the decay B(l235)-uJ'/t. 

This becomes 

2J+l z: 
4/c M,M' 

(C-2) 

Using this relation it is possible to show by direct computation 

that 

2 J P{,_1 (Q,¢) sin
2

Q d Q 

j[Pi,1 (Q,¢) + p~1,_1 u~,¢)] (3cos
2

Q - 1) dQ 3 - J(J+l) 

where dQ = sinQ dQ dfjJ and £ is the relative W-B parity, and 
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and 

And, therefore 

c-1>Je J(J+l) 

3 - J(J+l) 

(C-5) 

(c-6) 

Explicit dependence on pN N' has been eliminated by taking ratios 
I 

of moments. Eqns. (C-3,4,5) were derived by Berman and Jacob to be 

used directly in the determination of the ~in-parity of a decaying 

boson resonance. 23 Moreover, it can be shown using Eqn. (A-9) that 

(C-7) 

2 for M = 0 and 2. R}_{ is independent of the production mechanism of 

the B(l235) and depends only on the decay kinematics. Table (3) gives 
' 2 
values of R}.{ for several ~in-parity assignments. 
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APPENDIX D 

WEIGHTED AVERAGES AND STATISTICAL ERRORS 

1. NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED VARIABLES 

In computing the sample mean of some function F(A) of the 

kinematical variables A of the decay, events w1 th. one pion in the 

UJ mass region are given weight one and counted once while events 

with both pion triplets in the GU mass region are given weight 

one-half and counted as separate events. 

(F(A)} (D-1) 

where F(Ai) is ~~Y function of the kinematical variables Ai of the 

i'th event, wi = 1 or 1/2 is the weight function, N is the number 

of events with at least one pion triplet in the~ mass region, and 

N' = N +the number of events with both pion triplets in the.UJ mass 

region. 

The statistical errors are approximated by the expression 

(D-2) 
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2. NON-NORMALLY DI::TRISUTED VARIABLES 

The variables ~ and J(J+l) given by Eqns. (C-7) and (B-5) are 

not normally distributed. However, for each hypothesis of such 

variables one can calculate a chi-square and different hypotheses 

can be compared using a liklihood ratio or confidence level. 

Suppose one has n equations of the form 

(D-3) 

fork= 1, 2, ••• , n where {Fk) and (Gk) are expectation values of 

n functions of the kinematical variables A which are approximated 

by 

{Fk} b wi Fk(Ai)/ b. wi (D-4) 

1 f w Fk(\) 
N i=,l i 

1 b and (Gk} w Gk(Ai) 
N i 

where wi = 1 or 1/2 is the weight function, N is the number of 

events with at least one pion triplet in the ~ mass region, and 

N' = N + the number of events with both pion triplets in the W 
mass region. 

The equations to be satisfied by the parameter can be written 
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(D-5) 

and for each value of R one can calculate a chi-square given in 

matrix notation by 

[ {F(A)) - R(G(A))] E-l [ (F(A)) - R(G(A))] (D-6) 

where {F(A)) = ({F l (A)), {F 2(A)), ... , {F (A))) and E(R) is an 
n -

error matrix given by 

Ejk(R} = 

l [ t w/][t [F.(A1)- RGj{A1 )) [Fk(Ai)- RGk(A1 )) *](D-7) 
; 3 i=l i=l J 

For the Chung spin-parity analysis we have (with L = 2 and M = 

o, 1, 2) 

R = J(J+l) 

(Fk) = 6 G(22;2 k-1) 

and {Gk) = Tl [J2 G(00;2 k-1} + G(20;2 k~l)] + 2 G(22;2 k-1) 

for k = 1, 2, 3· 

For the Berman-Jacob spin-parity analysis we have (with M = 0 and 

2) 

R = ~ J(J+l) 

J(J+l) - 3 

= ( (2} A. A (2) 
Re D2k-2,-2(~,Q,~)} + (Re D2k-2,2(Q,¢,C()) 

(2' . 2 
= 2 (Re D2k~2, 0(Q,¢, Cl) (5/2sin ~ - 1)) and 

for k = 1, 2. 
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TABLE 1. SCANNING EFFICIENCIES 

TWO-PRONG EVENTS(a) 

Efficienc;r X HEAVY LIGHT 

NA 1185 507 

NB 52 30 

Nc 65 15 

N(b) 
C' 72 18 

ND 7 1 

* 
Es 

+ 93-8-0.7'1> 96 • 4:!:o. u~> 

.. 
f = 0.0047!0.0010 

FOUR-PRONG EVENTS (c) 

Efficiency X HEAVY LIGHT 

NA 21<178 14354 

NB 445 382 

Nc 471 334 

N(b) 
C' 

478 342 

ND 16 13 

.. + + 
Es 9(3.2-0.1% 9(3.1-0.1'~ 

* f = o.2o!o.o1 

Total 

1692 

82 

80 

90 

8 

+ 94.5-0.6% 

Ttl tal 

36332 

827 

805 

820 

29 

+ 9(3.2-0.1% 
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VEE TWO-PRONG EVENTS 

Efficiency X HEAVY LIGHT Total 

N 1913 2087 4ooo 
A 

NB 339 256 595 

Nc 163 123 286 

N(b) 
C' 

181 137 318 

~ i7 17 34 

* Es + 92.2-0.6% 94. 3!0. 5% + 93·3-0.4% 

* r = o.20!o.o1 

(a) Scanning efficiency computed from five rolls (See Footnote- 30). 

(b)- Corrected for second measurement of failing events which were 
not remeasure4. 

(c) Scanning efficiency computed from 10% of the sample. 
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TABLE 2. MEASUREMENT EFFICIENCIES 

TWO-PRONG EVENTS (a) 

Correction for unmeasurable events = 0.97!0.01 

First Measurement 

Passing events 1241 
Failing events 131 

+ Measurement efficiency= 93·3-3.8% 

First Mesurement 

Passing events 529 

56 Failing events 

Measurement efficiency + 93·2-5.7% 

Total First Measurement 

Passing events 1770 
Failing event~ 187 
Measurement efficiency = 93.2!3.4% 

Second Measurement 

1309 
63 

Second Measurement 

552 

33 

Second Measurement 

1861 

96 

FOUR-PRONG-EVENTS(b) 

Correction for unmeasurable events = 0.95!0.01' 

~ First Measurement 

PassiDg events 21467 

Failing events 3926 
+ Measurement efficiency= 94.7-1.4% 

LIGHT 
Passing events 

First Measurement 

14o73 
Failing events 2691 
Measurement efficiency = 94.4!1.6% 

Total 

Passing events 

First Measurement 

3554o 
Faili:ng events 6617 
Measurement efficiency = 94.6!1.3% 

Second Measurement 

23106 

2287 

Second Measurement 

15206 
1558 

Second Measurement 
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VEE TWO-PRONG EVENTS 

HEAVY First Measurement Second Measurement Third Measurement 

Passing events 10143 
Failing events 3029 

11421 

1751 
Measurement efficiency = 94.8!1.6% 

LIGHT First Measurement Second Measurement Third Measurement 

Passing events 11093 12667 12736 

Failing events 3531 1957 1888 
Measurement efficiency = 94.7!1.6% 

Total First Measurement 

Passing events 

Failing events 

21236 
6560 

SeceDd Measurement 

24o88 

3708 

Third Measurement 

24225 

3571 

(a) Failing events frol:ll only five rolla were remeasured. 

(b) Measurement efficiency computed from lQ% of the sam.ple. 
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TABLE 3· ~ FOR SEVERAL Jp ASSIGNMEN'rS 

Jp ± 1+ - + - 3+ - al A 
0 1 2 2 3 00 

R2 
M 

0 -1.22 1.22 -1.22 1.22 0.82 -0.82 _0.61 -0.61 
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TABLE 4. SM1.ARY OF PARPJ-iETERS - DETERMINATION OF THE 

MASS, WIDTH, AND D/S RATIO OF THE B(l235) 

Solution I II 

~ 
+ 1.235-0.005 GeV 

+ 1.252•0.006 GeV 

rR 0.147'!0.021 GeV 
+0.021 

0.156-0.0lS GeV 

~~~ 0.00+0.05 
-o.oo 

0.00+0.06 
-o.oo 

I Bol
2 0 30.05 - 16.16M 

$o 0 0.995 

Ko 0 0.882 

IB11
2 27.62- 12.31M -4.44 + 4.67M 

IB21
2 

-1.45 + 7-05M -21.87 + 23.88M 

82 1.92() 1.591 

K2 o. 585 0.696 

rp 8.33 Q/~ 4.62 Q/~ 

')( (NDF) 45.95 (58) 42.95 (58) 
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TAIH,E 5. PROPERTIES OF THE B(1235) MESON 

Solution III IV 

~ 1.256 GeV 1.255 GeV 
Property or Determined Value Evidence or Method 

Quantum NUmber of Determination 

rR 0.155 GeV 0.152 GeV 

. w...-+-+ Fit ~o ( 11 ) mass Mass 1.252-0.006 GeV distribution and moments 

rR;rR 200.0 23·37 2 0 
Width 0.156+0" 021 GeV Fit to rwrr) mass 

-0.018 distribution and moments 

I Bol2 37·96 - 16.72M -4.75 + 12.14M D/S Ratio +O.o6 Fit to fA)/('") mass 0•00-o.oo distribution and moments 

£o l-333 1.295 Spin~ Parity 
p + + 3-, Chung and Berman-Jacob J =1 or2, spin-parity an&lyses 

~· 1.000 0.735 
Isospin IG = 1+ . B{1235)- W(764)1f 
.G~Parity 

I Bll
2 -2.23 + 1.88M 15.67 - 4.78M 

.· Charge· Conjugation I c = -1 C = (-1) G Eigenvalue n n 

Decay.Modes W(784)7i' Mass distributl on 

I B21
2 -23.03 + 24.02M 1.11 + o.61M 

7i7i!W1i < 0.15 

82 
0.322 -0.657 

~ 0.647 0.963 

T(iil(Ji( < 0.15 Mass distributions with 

Branching Ratios corrections for unseen 

K i.jWi( < o.o8 decay modes and detection 
inefficiencies 

¢;;1UJ!i < 0.025 

r; 5-99 Q/~ 8.59 Qj~ 

~ {NDF) 42.57 (58) 42.71 (58) 

Production 42+4 /lb W/cmass distribution 
~Cross S'ction -7 with corrections for (31i)c 
/1 P -B (1235) p mass cut and detection 

· at 7 .1_ GeV/c inefficiencies 
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FIGURE CAPI'IONS 

Fig. 1. StrUcture of the Stanford Linear Accelerator 18 GeV/c 

primary electron beam. 

Fig. 2. Schematic of the secondary beam optics configuration 

from the primary electron beam target to the 82" hydrogen 

bubble chamber. 

i ,.-1- ,.-+,.-+ ,-J'; 0 Fig. 3· Two p on mass distribution for 11 p -+-Jt 11 p II 7( : 
(a) M(~'i'l) (two combinations), (b) M(~~) (two combinations), 

and (c) M('i'/~). 

Fig. 4. (~7(~~) mass distribution (two combinations) for 

rr+ p -rrrr+ p7(7f
0

: <a> a11 events, (b) A ~ o.006 (inner 

Dalitz plot region) with 6.++ removed, and (c) A-' 0.006 (0uter 
++ Dalitz plot region) with 6. removed. 

Fig. 5. Four pion mass distribution for r;-+ p-- /("'if" pj,~: 
(a) all events, (b) events with at least one pion triplet in 

the GU mass region, (c) events with at least one pion triplet 

in theW mass :a-egion and with 6.++ removed, and (d) events with 

both pion triplets in the W mass region and with 6. ++ removed. 

Fig. 6. ( 7i p) mass distribution for ~ p _..7("7'(" p/('';'(': 

(a) M(/r'" p) (two combinations), (b) M(~ p) where the (r.:.'i'l~) 
mass is in theW mass region, (c.) M(j, p), and (d) M(~ p). 

Fig. 7. Normalized three pion Dalitz plot with X = (T - T )/ ../3 Q 
+ -

and Y = T0/Q where T , T , and T are- the kinetic energies of 
.--4 -- ,..-3 - 0 the /1 , 11 , and 11 in their center of mass and Q is their 

,.-!- ...-A-~ ,.--_.o ++ 
total kinetic energy for /I p _. 11 II p/1 11 with 6. removed: 

(a) all events, (b) A ~ o.oo6 (iDBer Dalitz plot region), and 

(c) A~ o.oo6 (outer Dalitz plot region). 

Fig. 8. (W-;rt) mass distribution for 7i+ p --rrrr p}t'j/0 with 

6.++ removed: (a) A .) o.oo6 (inner Dalitz plot region), and (b) 

A~ 0.006 (outer Dalitz plot region). 

Fig. 9· Dalitz plot of tf(W7f") against tf(~ p) for 7i+ .P--
....,..+,.-+ ,_.-,.....o a 
/1 II P/1 /1 • 

Fig. 10. Distribution of momentum transfer squared to the proton 

for /(' p -Ti+rr pJI-1/0 
for tr.ree ((JJTt) mass regions 

below, centered on, and above the mass of the B(l235): (a) 

M(W7f*") ~ 1.o85 GeV, (b) 1.085 ~ M(W'ii+) '1.385 GeV, and 

(c) 1.3b5' M(w;() '1.535 GeV. 

Fig. 11. Definition of the angles used to describe the two-step decay 

of the B(l235) 'Jhere the Z-axis is along the incident beam 

direction, the Y-axis is along the production normal, and Q and 

~ are the polar and azimuthal angles of the W ·direction in 

the B(l235) center of mass (Jackson coordinate system); in 

the~ rest frame this direction is the Z'-axis, Y' = Z x Z', 

and f3 and d. are the polar and azimuthal angles of the nonna.l 

~13 ,d.) to the rt"1t~ decay plane <W helicity rest frame). 

Fig. 12 - 15. cosQ, ~~ cos(3, and Q distributions for 7(+ p

rr+"r,+" p1"i"7f0 with at least one pion triplet in the (J) mass 

region for three ~) mass regions below, centered on, and 

above the mass of the B(l235): (a) M(A)f,'")"' 1.085 GeV1 (b) 

l.o85 'M(Wrr+") '1.385 GeV, and (c) 1.385 .E; M(fJJ-;rt) < 1.535 

GeV. Subfigures (d,e,f) are the same distributions for events 
++ which, in addit~on, have 6. removed. 

Fig. 16. cosQ distribution tor rr+" p- r,+"T(*' p7l7fl with M(rr:,71rrc) 
in the (J) mass region ·and (a) M(~ p) < 1.4 GeV, and (b) 

M(~ p) > 1.4 GeV. 

Fig. 17. cos (3 distribution for Jr p _._r,+r,+- p1f,-r' with at 

least one pion triplet in the ~ mas~ region and with cos9 < 0 

for three ~) mass regions below, centered on, and aoove 

the mass of the B(l235): (a) M(W~) < l.o85 GeV, (b) 1.o85 ~ 
M(Wr;-t) ~ 1.385 GeV, and (c) 1.385 ~M((L}7f)~ 1.535 GeV. 

Fig. 18. G(l,m;IN) weighted averages for~ p- J"(r(" p1"('1/
0 

with at least one pion triplet in the U) mass region and with 

6.++ removed as a function of (W'it) mass: (a) G(20;00), 

(b) G(00;22), and (c) G(20;20). 

Fig. 19. Distribution of chi-square as a function of J(J+l) in the 

Chung analysis (with L = 2) for ;;P normal for six 120 MeV <Wrr) 
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mass intervals: (a) M(WJt")" 1.055 GeV, (b) 1.055 ~ M(W~) 
~ 1.175 GeV, (c) 1.175 .( M(~)" i.295 GeV, (d) L295 .( 

M(W7/'") .( 1.415 GeV, (e) 1.415 .( M(W/t) .( 1.535 GeV, and 

(f) 1. 535" M(W'i(") .( 1.655 GeV· 

Fig. 20. Distribution of chi-square as a function of J(J+l) in the 

Chung analysis (with L = 2) for Jp abnormal for six 120 MeV (GV~) 
mass intervals: (a) M(W7i+) -' '1.055 GeV, (b) 1.055 ~ M(Wr) 

( 1.175 GeV, (c) 1.175 ~ M(W1('") ~ 1.295 GeV, (d) 1.295 ~ 
M(WTr) ~ 1.415 GeV, (e) 1.415 ~ M(W~) ~ 1. 535 G v, and 

~ 

(f) 1.535 "M((JJJt") .( 1.655 GeV. 

Fig. 21. Plot of the parameter 

R = # e J(J+l) 

J(J-1) - 3 
. p p 

as a function of spin J for J normal (dashed curve) and J 

abnormal (solid curve). 
2 

Fig. 22. Distribution of chi-square as a function of RM in the 

Berman-Jacob spin-parity analysis for six 120 MeV ~) mass 

intervals (a) M(WJr) ( 1.055 GeV, (b) 1.055 .( M(~) < 1.175 

GeV, (c) 1.175 ( M(W/T+) ( 1.295 GeV, (d) 1.295 ( MfJAJ't) ( 1.415 

GeV, (e) 1.415 .( M(WJt") ( 1.535 GeV, and (f) 1.535 ( M(WJr) 

~ 1.655 GeV. 

Fig. 23. (Yt(~ ,d)} moments of the decay angular distribution for 
...-+- ~_.. ....--o 
II p --11 /I PII 11 .with at least one pion triplet in the W 
mass region and with~++ removed as a function of (~) mass: 

o B o · o o (a) (Y
1

(
0 

,d)}, (b) (Y2 (~,(l)}, (c) (Y
3
((3,0.)), and (Y4 ((3 1 (1)). 

Fig. 24. (Yt.Cf3, ())) moments of the decay angular distribution for 

. the backward hemisphere (cosQ < 0) for Ji" p-rr~ p'JI}r0 

with at least one pion triplet in the W mass region as a function 

of (W-;t+")
0

mass: (a) (Y~C(3,<1)}, (b) (Y~({j,C()), (c) (Y~(~,Cl)}, 
and (d) (Y4 (~,Cl)). 

Fig. 25. Four pion mass resolution function for Ji" p- -;r+jl'" p'ii/'(0 

with at least one pion triplet in the~ mass region and with 

~ ++ removed. 
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Fig. 26. Several terms in the amplitude squared for Solution I as 

a function of (uJ~) mass: (a) total amplitude squared, (b) 

S-wave resonance squared, (c) P-wave background squared, (d) 

D-wave background squared, and (e) s-wave resonance and D-wave 

background interference. 

Fig. 27. Several terms in the ampiitude squared for Solution II as 

a function of WJ"t) mass: (a) total amplitude squared, (b) 

s-wave reson~ce squared, (c) s-wave resonance-background 

interference, (d) S-wave background squared, (e) P-wave back

ground squared, (f) D-wave background squared, (g) s-wave 

resonance and D-wave background interference, and (h) S-wave 

and D-wave background interference. 

Fig. 28. Two pion mass distribution for r;+ p-r;+ p'j"f • 

Fig. 29. ~) mass distribution for 7i" p - ,...,.. pi(/(' 
w1 th ~ ++ removed. 

+o -
Fig. 30. (K K ) mass distribution for 7i* p ..-K+ p K0

• 

Fig. 31· (Qxl019)Jt) mass distribution for ~ p --K+7f p K-. 

Fig. 32· B(l235) production cross+section as a function of incident 

pion laboratory momentum in 7(- p interactions (Reference 2). , 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE--------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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